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Each year tens of thousands of students will, after years of hard work and enormous amounts of

money, earn their PhDs. And each year only a small percentage of them will land jobs that justify

and reward their investments. For every comfortably tenured professor or well-paid former

academic, there are countless underpaid and overworked adjuncts and many more who simply give

up in frustration. Karen Kelsky has made it her mission to help job seekers join the select few who

get the most out of their PhDs. As a former tenured professor and department head who oversaw

numerous academic job searches, she knows from experience exactly what gets an academic

applicant a job. Now, for the first time ever, Karen has poured all her best advice into a single handy

guide that addresses the most important issues facing any PhD, including writing a foolproof grant

application, cultivating references and crafting the perfect CV, acing the job talk and campus

interview, and making the leap to nonacademic work when the time is right.
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I am working on getting together my application for faculty positions and this book has been

invaluable so far. There is a lot of great advice in this book, and the author's voice is blunt, easy to

read, and to the point. While I probably won't choose to follow all of the advice given (as there are

so many discipline specific nuances that my mentors have warned me about), just reading her

chapter titled "Just Say No to the Weeping Teaching Statement" (Chapter 25), and her other

chapters in the section titled "Job Documents that Work" have cleaned my teaching and research



statements up immeasureably. Apart from useful advice on the more well known aspects of the job

application process, the real value from this book reminds me of the value I got from being able to

reference a book my mom got me while going through puberty to avoid awkward conversations.

While I have a fantastic mentor, there are just some things I wouldn't dream of wasting her time with

-- like what not to wear to a campus visit. However, this book has answered that question and more!

I actually found this book while searching online some questions that I was too embarrassed to ask

anyone in person (ex. If making a personal website, what are the implications of ".com" versus ".net"

versus ".org"?). I found the author's website [...] and based on her useful advice, decided to buy the

book. I'm happily suprised and I know it will be my go-to guide in this next year of intimidating faculty

job searching.

I got multiple job offers following the recommendations made in this book. It takes the mystery out of

going on the academic market and determining what schools want. Covers what academics

searching for research intensive AND teaching schools need to know.

I'm an avid reader of Kelsky's blog and purchased this book fairly certain of what it would contain,

My high expectations were certainly met. While the book did not contain much information that was

"startlingly new," its breadth and depth earn the book its place on my bookshelf. I'm certainly happy

to have all of this information in one place so that I can share chapters with colleagues, friends, and

students.Kelsky has written a book designed to empower PhD students who are facing a bleak

academic job market. She doesn't guarantee that her readers will earn a "coveted" tenure-track

position by reading the book - nor is that her goal. Her mission is to help PhDs get a job, be it

academia, alt-ac, or non-ac; and she does this by detailing what job candidates need to know about

academia. The readers of her blog or columns in The Chronicle will not be surprised by this goal,

nor should they be. Kelsky is an avowed advocate for PhD students and recent graduates who are

struggling on the market because they need more guidance.The book is written for all academic

fields, but Kelsky also calls attention to some of the dire conditions in the humanities, and how that

may affect PhD candidates and job seekers.The bulk of the book focuses on preparing for jobs in

academia, but it also provides information on leaving academia and finding other ways to utilize the

PhD. The book is broken down into ten parts covering everything those looking at the tenure-track

need to know, including types of academic institutions (R1/SLACs/R2/etc.), job market documents,

offer negotiations, grant writing, and how/when/why to leave academia altogether.For those who are

familiar with her blog, here are the biggest bonuses of her book:* More real-life examples from



emails, letters, and in person conversations Kelsky has had over the years.* Chapter 4 details how

the academic search process works from the university/department side - a land few grads may

know as intimately as Kelsky explains.* Figuring out a 5-year plan and determining what issues of

the minutiae of graduate school life will distract you from the goal of making your CV the strongest it

can be for the job market.* Creating your Ã¢Â€Âœcampaign platformÃ¢Â€Â• for the job market*

More specific information on crafting your elevator speech* Key questions to prepare for in an

academic interview (and how to tackle Skype and on-campus interviews)* Answers the question of

what to do when you donÃ¢Â€Â™t feel like you belong in academia, for myriad reasons including

elitism, racism, gender, sexuality, imposter syndrome, and moreMost importantly for me, having all

of this information in one compact book means I have a go-to present for my favorite students who

giddily tell me that they want to become a professor. I don't want to discourage them like my

undergraduate advisers tried to do to me, but I do want them to be well-informed about what the

graduate-school-to-tenure-track life is like. I love having genuinely curious and bright students be

interested in becoming a professional in my field (history), but I don't think it necessary that they see

"professor" as the only meaningful way to study history or be a historian. I'm glad Kelsky has

deepened my understanding of the nuances involved in mentoring students and being a student

myself, as well as giving practical and thoughtful advice.On another note, the book also provides me

with a good stocking-stuffer for my non-academic parents who still wonder why IÃ¢Â€Â™m

Ã¢Â€Âœin schoolÃ¢Â€Â• after so many years, and why my work schedule doesn't follow the 9-5

they're used to. I may even send a copy to my adviser.

If you are a graduate student, considering graduate school, a faculty member, academic support,

academic administration, or human; you need to read this book. The American academy is broken. I

say this as one of the lucky few with a tenure track job. A system of graduate education was created

in a time with circumstances that no longer exist. As Karen Kelsky explains in the opening chapters,

the path to secure employment via a doctoral degree is a rocky one with a very uncertain outcome.

For those that choose to pursue it, this book (and Kelsky's blog and social media profiles) provides

a frank, honest, and accurate description of what it takes to get something out of the doctoral

experience.Highlights:- The scope of this book could have been problematic. Yet somehow Kelsky

pulled it off: covering what it takes to get a tenure track job, the job market process, and throws in

some additional material on grants and leaving the academy.- The job market process chapters are

incredibly detail oriented and this is a very good thing. The academic job interview is unlike anything

anyone has experienced before. I'm certain this book will make interviews less scary.- Some of the



chapters are elaborations on Kelsky's blog posts (some of which may not be available online

anymore), but this is the minority of the content in the book. Moreover, the overarching themes and

lessons of the book make the material useful, even to those that had read the blog post previously.-

Kelsky is telling the ugly truth about the reality of the job market process. Yet, unlike many academic

pundits, she also gives proven strategies for dealing with reality. We would all like things to be

better, but until then, we have to work within the system. Kelsey gives you ways to do that.-

Occasionally Kelsky's experience as an anthropologist does not resonate with my experience in a

different field. Almost always Kelsky acknowledges when there are disciplinary or paradigmatic

differences and suggests that the reader knows her field.This book may frighten some people. But it

is absolutely essential that anyone that is a part of this process understands how this works. I read

the book as a veteran of Kelsky's blog and consulting. I suspect that reading the entire book would

be challenging and/or overwhelming for a young graduate student. I would suggest that an early

graduate student read Part I, II, III, and IV carefully and skim the rest for familiarity. A graduate

student that successfully passes exams should re-read Parts I-IV and then read V-VII carefully.

Parts VIII-X are more topic-specific, but are excellent resources for any scholar.I believe that faculty

should read this entire book with a goal of being better advisors and better academic community

members. We all need to take responsibility for the system that currently exists and Kelsky's book

(and other work) may be a good starting point for trying to resolve some of the problems - either as

individuals or systematically.I sincerely hope that Kelsky can carve out time from her consulting

work to write a similar book about life on the tenure track and getting tenure. Her blog posts on this

topic are fantastic and I suspect that it would be a good "second project" ;) for her. We all

desperately need this sort of frankness and guidance.
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